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The world is a wonderful place. We have an amazing environment with lots of different types
of organisms that we are ruining. We, as people, need to take action to prevent it. We have to
make sure our world will stay a wonderful place. Our world is facing many problems like global
warming, pollution, garbage in the ocean, loss of trees and other issues. We could solve these
problems by using more electricity than gas, littering less and reducing the amount of items that
we use such as paper. One of the biggest problems that the world is facing, in my opinion, is the
loss of trees which are essential for our planet.
Trees are crucial in our world. They pull carbon dioxide out of the air, bind it up in sugar, and
release oxygen. In simple terms they turn unhealthy air which is carbon dioxide into healthy air
which is oxygen. We waste trees on daily things like paper, paper towels, toilet paper, wood
chairs, wood stairs, wood floor, other types of wood furniture and lumber. An item that we use
really often are paper towels. A really common use for them is to dry our hands after washing
them. A solution for that is to use regular towels or dryers to dry your hands instead of paper
towels. If you don’t have access to any other item except for a paper towel to dry your hands
don’t waste 5 pieces, make the most of every piece. Instead of making our floors out of wood
we could make them out of materials like concrete and ceramic. And instead of making furniture
such as chairs out of wood we could make them out of metal and other materials.
In conclusion, we should keep taking care of our planet. We should stop littering to keep our
world full of life and not garbage. We should stop using plastic to keep ocean animals from
dying. We should start using more electricity and less gas to keep our world a clear place. Most
importantly we should stop wasting trees to make sure our world has fresh air that every single
living organism can enjoy.

